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With weakening social protection and worsening working conditions, 
we seem to be moving towards the institutionalization of inequality 

and exploitation.

The Indian state needs to change its priorities to impose fairer wage 
standards, ensure compliance of better working conditions, and 

improve access to social protection. 

India slips to rank #151 in protecting labour rights – 9th Oct, 2020

https://www.newindianexpress.com/nation/2020/oct/09/more-woes-for-modi-government-india-slips-to-rank-151-inprotectinglabour-rights-2207870.html


• What happens when the economy is in decline? Our post-lockdown survey of working conditions among industrial sector workers gives a
picture of who gains and who loses, and why.

• Companies seem to be in free-fall. In India, and even according to international reports from other countries, sectors like garments have
been significantly hit. As a result, work availability has gone down.

• Of the 362 workers who took the survey, 60% reported that they are out of work. Those who are working, report that they are getting
erratic work for 3-4 days in a week only and are staring at job insecurity.

• Consequently, earnings have reduced, while at the same time the workload has increased. More work is being demanded from fewer
people.

• Whether this is because companies are struggling to meet their bottomline, or because they are using this opportunity of a widely
apparent downturn to increase their margins, irrespective of the reasons it is the workers who are getting squeezed even more.

• Overtime compliance remains poor and there is a big shift towards piece-rate work from regular salary based employment.

• Due to immensely discouraging experience with being able to access social security like PF and ESI, workers are losing faith in the social
security system. Many workers are preferring to work on piece-rate with cash payments, foregoing PF and ESI contributions, so that they
get more cash in hand on an immediate basis. Many companies also seem to be preferring this, possibly because it reduces their costs
and compliance overhead too.

• Due to these worsening working conditions, many workers who had come back from their home villages and towns in rural areas, are
now going back. Work seems to be harsher and more mercenary than before, social security remains a myth, the laws and bureaucratic
procedures offer little protection or redress, and other work and income options also remain elusive. The new labour code it seems will
make protection against exploitation more elusive, collective bargaining more difficult, and worker-employer relationships more
commoditified. The unconscionable treatment received by migrant workers when the lockdown was imposed, the shaky ability of the
state to provide reasonable social protection, and continued apathy towards the rights of workers, points towards an inclination of the
state to embrace economic growth at the cost of ensuring better wage standards and holding the industry accountable to meet its
obligations towards better working conditions.

Executive summary

https://in.reuters.com/article/india-workers/indian-garment-workers-cover-bosses-lockdown-losses-idINL4N2HB3SD
https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2020/mar/19/garment-workers-face-destitution-as-covid-19-closes-factories
https://www.newsclick.in/Manesar-Pick-Up-Auto-Production-Benefits-Workers-Different-Way


Most of Saajha Manch’s reach is in the industrial areas of Haryana in the
Gurgaon-Manesar belt. It also extends to Tirupur especially in the garment
sector there, and in Gujarat through a partnership with the Aajeevika Bureau.
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Q1 - Where are you working presently (N=146)

Haryana Delhi-NCR Gujarat Other center Tirupur

Participation on Saajha Manch from Haryana and Delhi is dominated by the
automotive sector. The next significant sector with active participation is
garments and footwear, from Haryana, Delhi, and Tirupur. Participation from
Gujarat is dominated with workers from the construction sector. Overall, 50%
respondents were from the automotive sector, 27% from garments, 11% from
construction, and the rest from other sectors.
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Q2 - Location against sector of work

Automotive sector Construction sector Garment sector Other sector

Profile of survey participants



The automotive and garments sectors are dominated with mid-size companies
having between 40-500 workers. Between 25-33% of the respondents are from
larger companies with more than 500 workers.
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Q3 - Sector wise -size of the company /factory

Over 500 workers Between 40 – 500 workers
Less than 40 workers Not working in a company/ factory
Don’t know

Large factories are dominated with permanent workers. Mid-size companies seem to
have an even split between permanent and contractual workers. Overall participation
on the survey was about 50% from permanent workers, 40% from contractual workers,
and 10% from casual workers.
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Profile of survey participants



60-63% of respondents reported a drop in earnings in the post-lockdown
scenario. The garments sector especially has been the worst hit, with 20%
workers saying that their earnings have dropped by more than Rs. 2000 per
month.
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Q5 - Sector wise - earning less per month than before 
lockdown

Income decreased by more than Rs 2000
Income decreased between Rs 1000-2000
Income decreased by Rs 1000 or less
Income has not decreased

Workers working in large factories are only marginally better off. A drop in earnings has
come about across the board. This seems to largely be due to less work being available
now, a consequent shift to piece-rate, and also signs of many employers using economic
slowdown as an opportunity to squeeze further margins. Subsequent slides provide
more information about this.
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Q6 – Earning against size of company/factory

Income decreased by more than Rs 2000 Income decreased between Rs 1000-2000
Income has not decreased Income has not decreased

There is a significant drop in earnings, across sectors and factory sizes



● There is massive difference between pre lockdown period and now. Companies are laying off and harassing workers. Proper wages are

not being given, wages have been reduced. The new labour laws are ineffective and workers will not get their rights even if they go to

court- Shamshad Ali Masudi, Editor, Loktantra Paaya Media

● The companies are exploiting workers. companies are giving low wages, they are saying that the worker can leave if they don't want to

work on the employer’s terms -GV volunteer, Bahadurgarh, Haryana

● 90 percent companies here are not giving any Deepawali bonus. They are not letting any worker work for more than three months. Every

worker should get bonus-Santosh, Kapasheda, Delhi

● Post lockdown the situation for workers have worsened, they are getting lower wages, they are not bringing their families -GV volunteer,

Bahadurgarh, Haryana

● I have returned from Bihar, I have no option but to work even on low wages as compared to pre lockdown period otherwise how will I

sustain myself- Worker, Ahmedabad, Gujarat

● There are two companies where I worked. Both the companies are not clearing my dues. I want Saajha Manch to help me in this.- Vijay,

Tirupur, Tamil Nadu

There is a significant drop in earnings, across sectors and factory sizes

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4375586.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4372943.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4381236.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4363688.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4204483.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4372148.mp3


Less work availability is being felt more severely in large factories, with several layoffs
happening. This is also expected to cause a further shift towards contract workers, as is
also being facilitated by the new labour code that enables Fixed Term Employment (FTE)
for more efficient labour supply-demand matching.
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Q8 – Availability of work against size of company/factory

Yes, I am getting regular work for all 6 days
No, I am getting work for 3-5 days in a week
No, I am getting work for less than 3 days in a week

Work availability has fallen drastically and regular work is hard to find for all 6
days. Workers report having to move from one company to another, looking for
work. Reports from the garments sector reveal a significant drop in companies
getting new export orders. Consequently, earnings have dropped, and there is a
shift to piece-rate.
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Q7 - Sector wise – Availability of work

Yes, I am getting regular work for all 6 days
No, I am getting work for 3-5 days in a week
No, I am getting work for less than 3 days in a week

Less work availability is causing unemployment and reduced earnings



● I am returning back to my native place as there is no work. I have tried in many companies but have not been able to secure any job. Unfortunately, I am

going back – Worker, IMT Manesar, Haryana

● The company called the workers for a day, then the workers were given 3 days leave. Workers are desperately moving from one company to another as there

is dearth of work- GV volunteer, Bahadurgarh, Haryana

● Companies are not getting orders and are closing their units-GV volunteer, Delhi

● Orient craft’s one more branch closed down. Approximately 150 workers are rendered without work - GV volunteer, Gurugram, Haryana

● Workers in locomotive factory are insecure, may get laid off – GV volunteer, Samastipur, Bihar

● Orders have gone down and companies working in garment and textile sector are uncertain about future. Workers have been laid off -GV volunteer, Delhi

● If the companies down their shutters, we will be in big problem. Not enough work is available at my home state – Rishtaul Haque, worker, Gurugram, Haryana

● Orders are not coming. Work is not available hence Bonex company has laid off 70 people in one go- Anil, IMT Manesar, Gurugram

● In company, work is available for one day and it remain shuts for four days- GV volunteer, IMT Manesar, Haryana

● Company has closed work for 15 days as orders are not coming. We have been sent on 15 days break. Facing great challenges to sustain our families- Chintu,

IMT Manesar, Gurugram

● I am not getting work, wages have been significantly reduced, I am hopeful that I will get work after Deepawali- Mahesh Jha, Kapsheda, Delhi

● In SK company, there were 600 workers but now only 150-200 workers are working there. Workers are looking out for new work and many of them are going

back to their native places – GV volunteer, IMT Manesar, Haryana

● There is not much work left in IMT Manesar, workers are heading back to their native villages and towns- GV volunteer, IMT Manesar, Haryana

● Other news: Workers being employed as trainees under the state-backed NEEM scheme

Less work availability is causing unemployment and reduced earnings

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4342927.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4286227.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4197947.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4206327.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/436/4189923.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4197947.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4165563.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4347897.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4075060.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4342953.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4332493.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4334429.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4363301.mp3
https://www.newsclick.in/Manesar-Pick-Up-Auto-Production-Benefits-Workers-Different-Way


Work pressure has increased. More work is being demanded per unit time.
Whether this is because of companies feeling the crunch of reduced work and
having to meet their bottomlines, or it is because companies are using this as an
opportunity to increase their margins, the outcome is that workers are getting
increasingly squeezed. Even getting overtime payments are a challenge.
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Q9 - Sector wise – Change in the work load in comparison to 
pre lockdown period 

Workload is same as it was in pre lockdown period

Workload has decreased as there is not much work now

More output/work is demanded in lesser amount of time now

The situation in fact seems to be better in smaller outfits. Large and mid-size factories
seem to be putting more pressure on their workers.
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Q10 - Change in the work load
against size of company/factory

Workload is same as it was in pre lockdown period

Workload has decreased as there is not much work now

Workload has increased and workers are being squeezed a lot more



● Work is available but now same amount of work is being demanded with less number of workers. Workers are also not being paid for

overtime now. This has lead to undue work pressure on workers – GV volunteer, Bahadurgarh, Haryana

● The company demands continuous work and even when the machines are faulty, we are asked to work on those, workload is too much-

Khushboo, IMT Manesar, Haryana

● People are getting laid off in great numbers. 10 workers are asked to do work of 50 people resulting in tremendous workload -GV

volunteer, Gurugram, Haryana

● People are working for 12 hours but are getting paid for 8 hours of work, wage rates are lower now but the work load on each of us is

massive. It’s a challenge to sustain in this hostile atmosphere – Worker, Kapasheda, Delhi

● Because of working on a faulty machine because of heavy workload , one worker severely got injured during the night duty, -Worker, IMT

Manesar, Haryana

Workload has increased and workers are being squeezed a lot more

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4366187.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4182983.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4151085.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4368441.mp3
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=4041815.mp3&d=75cdf496b5e1bf7e&u=659


A lot of overtime work persists but workers are being paid at regular rates, and not
the double wage rate as mandated for overtime. The garments sector seems to be
doing worse, with significant overtime but workers are paid for only 8 hours.
Overtime becomes harder to define with piece-rate work.
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Q13 - Sector wise – Working overtime

Overtime is not available
No, not doing overtime
Yes, doing overtime but being paid for only 8 hours of work
Yes, doing overtime and being paid for normal working hour rate for overtime
Yes, doing overtime and being paid double rate for overtime

These issues span across both large and mid-size factories, while small factories
seem to have comparatively less incidence of overtime.
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Q14 - Working overtime against size of company/factory

Overtime is not available
No, not doing overtime
Yes, doing overtime but being paid for only 8 hours of work
Yes, doing overtime and being paid for normal working hour rate for overtime
Yes, doing overtime and being paid double rate for overtime

Significant non-compliance prevails with overtime pay



● Ample amount of work is available in Bahadurgarh foot wear industry but the companies are exploiting workers by making them work for

extra hours without paying them any overtime. The companies are making profit but workers are living in despair - GV volunteer,

Bahadurgarh, Haryana

● 12 hours of work is being taken from workers which is very taxing for the body, no extra payment is given for the extra hours of work –

Worker, IMT Manesar, Haryana

● As per the new law, workers are made to work for 12 hours but will be paid for only 8 hours of work. This will be catastrophic for the

workers and they will come on road as living costs have gone up - Akhilesh Yadav, Bahadurgarh, Haryana

● I am working in this company from last 4 years. Earlier we were getting single overtime but now we are not being paid of overtime. The

situation has changed a lot after lockdown. If we take break for nature’s call, we are being scolded by the supervisor. I will go back to my

hometown. Working here is not feasible any more -Sonu, IMT Manesar, Haryana

Significant non-compliance prevails with overtime pay

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4371377.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4365323.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4365740.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4369223.mp3


Is any redress possible?
● Justice delivery for labour is very poor – with an ever increasing number of pending cases, the focus of the new labour code 

seem entirely misplaced. What is rather needed is an expansion in the capacity of imposing law, making it more accessible, and 

increasing the possible venues to seek redress such as through workplace committees and worker participation in management

● Naturally, as worker after worker have spoken to us, they do not consider the laws to be of any use to them, neither the old 

ones and not the new

○ “Agents take away our money, the company doesn’t give us any papers, the law is of no use to us” – voice report

○ “Laws were around even earlier but didn’t work, we had to walk back home and will have to do it again” – voice report

○ “It is difficult for us to put documents together, take leave to go to the labour court, can’t use the laws” – voice report

● Shockingly, states like Gujarat, UP, and MP have tried to suspend labour laws to spur recovery during the covid linked slowdown, 

but more sense has prevailed by the Supreme Court

● The new labour code, passed without any due deliberation, will however make it even harder to seek redress and protest 

against injustice and exploitation

● Employer friendly policies like Fixed Term Employment (FTE) being introduced in the new laws, will be detrimental to worker 

rights, and as seen from the experience of other countries it will make it harder for workers to gain permanent status, increase 

wage volatility, and lower job security

● Despite emerging solidarity between contract and permanent workers, the curbs on collective action with the new laws is likely 

to weaken the power of unions even further

● Random inspections that were meant to terrorize employers, are now being used to terrorize workers! 

https://www.theleaflet.in/why-labour-law-reforms-must-focus-on-efficient-justice-delivery-mechanisms-for-ease-of-doing-business/
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4370024.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4369189.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4342966.mp3
https://www.prsindia.org/theprsblog/relaxation-labour-laws-across-states
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/sc-quashes-gujarat-notification-exempting-factories-from-payment-of-overtime-wages/story-vMjApnDkxNgvE2FIEJsa5M.html
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/dilution-without-adequate-deliberation/article32663006.ece
https://scroll.in/article/973402/labour-codes-are-protections-for-migrant-workers-migrating-too
https://www.businesstoday.in/opinion/columns/indian-economy-is-fixed-term-employment-a-boon-or-bane-for-indias-workforce-coronavirus-pandemic-covid19-lockdown/story/418552.html
https://www.newsclick.in/Manesar-Unionisation-Contract-Labour-Big-Step-Forward-New-Challenges-Ahead
https://www.newsclick.in/COVID-19-Delhi-NCR-Factory-Workers-Complain-Steep-Fines-Inspecting-Teams


Large factories have moved more drastically towards piece-rate. Reports also indicate
significant outsourcing to smaller units, that work on a piece-rate basis. Workers even if
they might realize the relevance of regular wage based employment, are taking up
piece-rate work because it puts instant cash in their hands.

In the automotive and garments sectors, 48% and 55% of workers respectively
have been moved to being paid on a piece-rate basis rather than regular time-
based wages. This is a likely result of irregular work availability, less work, labour
supply-demand matching, and is potentially contributing to greater workload to
achieve more output per unit time.
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Q11 - Sector wise - Getting wages, on a time-based or piece 
rate basis
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Q12 - Getting wages, on a time-based or piece rate basis against 
size of company/factory

Piece rate basis before lockdown and piece rate basis now
Time-based before lockdown and time based now
Time-based before lockdown but now being paid on piece rate basis

A big shift has taken place from regular wages to piece-rate work



● Companies also prefer to provide wages on piece rate as they don’t have to pay PF and also get relief from other due compliances.

Getting the work done through fabricators is much easier and benefitting for companies – GV volunteer, IMT Manesar, Haryana

● The shoe companies are making workers work on piece rate. Workers are only able to earn Rs 150-250 per day which amounts to Rs 5000-

6000 in a month. Who will listen to the workers now. -GV volunteer, Bahadurgarh, Haryana

● Workers employed in in garment sector now want to work on piece rate basis so that workers can retain flexibility, work in groups GV-

volunteer, Delhi

● I was out of work, a contractor lured me in a company where I worked for 5 days and in return I got Rs 1700. Upon asking the contractor,

he said that the company owners pays this much only. The contractor never allowed me to meet the company owner, upon asking other

workers, I came to know that contractor was wrongfully deducting money on each of the piece – Woman worker, Tirupur, Tamil Nadu

● I stitch jeans pants and I get wages according to units made. I have never calculated that how much I earn. When I get good work, I earn Rs

250 per day. It is difficult to sustain in this amount of money. Earlier I was getting Rs 12 for a piece, now the contractor has reduced it to

Rs 8-Nadim Idrisi, Tailor, Gurugram, Haryana

● I prefer to work on piece-rate, here I am able to earn (cash in hand?) more than salaried employment. I am free to come and leave, there

is no compulsion -Geyasuddin, Kapasheda, Delhi

● I am working from last 13 years. Working on piece rate is a challenge as piece rate does not help build a credit score for loans, but salary

based wages are also of no use. Workers are not getting PF or ESI benefits, there is no grievance redressal, accidents are ignored –

Mamta,Tirupur, Tamil Nadu

● The company was not clearing our dues. We work on piece rate and we did not have any proof to show our affiliation to company. The

gate pass helped us in filing the case –Ram Dayal, IMT Manesar, Haryana

A big shift has taken place from regular wages to piece-rate work

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4368014.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4142601.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4248399.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4283220.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4230327.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4368297.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4368494.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4356961.mp3


There is a significant unmet demand for PF withdrawals. With growing
unemployment and less wages, workers have wanted to withdraw funds from their
PF but 30% in the automotive sector and 40% in the garments sector have failed.
This is due to many issues like spelling mistakes in their names, data entry errors in
their dates of joining or leaving, and non-cooperative employers where the HR
may even be using this as a means for rent-seeking to correct the errors.
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Things are marginally better in large factories. However, with a shift to piece-rate,
and with workers also preferring cash payments with no PF/ESI deductions being
applied, a weaker access to social security is going to pose a challenge to workers in
the long run. Those not working in factories, especially workers in construction, face
even greater challenges because enrolment in welfare boards is abysmally low.
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There is a significant unmet demand for PF withdrawals



The unmet demand for PF is even greater among those who are out of work. Less
so in large factories, but there is also non-compliance with several employers not
making PF contributions for all their workers. Not providing proofs of employment
becomes a tool to evade social security compliances.
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• Working in Maruti company since three years. There is a mistake in date of
birth, not able to withdraw PF - Ramesh, Maruti factory, IMT Manesar, HR

• Working in Maruti factory, not able to withdraw PF as there is a mistake in
date of birth – Parmeet, Maruti factory, IMT Manesar

• Workers do not receive any salary slip or any other documents despite PF
and ESI share being deducted from their salaries – GV volunteer,
Bahadugarh, Haryana

• Trying to withdraw my PF amount from last three months. Date of birth on
Aadhar card is not matching. Where should I go – Santosh, worker

• Workers run from pillar to post but there is no cooperation from the PF
office. Office is closed most of the times and no information is provided- GV
volunteer, IMT Manesar, Haryana

• Due to bad experience in the past, workers no more want their PF to be
deducted. They are uncertain of being able to use that in the future- GV
volunteer, Bahadurgarh, Haryana

• Paid Rs 500 last time to withdraw the PF money, the company has rectified
the spelling mistake in my but the PF office is still not clearing my PF -
Deenanath, worker

• Contractors are not depositing the deducted PF from last 4-5 months,
company is also not taking any action- Worker, IMT Manesar, Haryana

• The staff at the PF office are not cooperating. For every other information,
they are asking to go online- GV volunteer, IMT Manesar, Haryana

• The PF office is not giving any receiving receipt to workers. They are asking
to drop the forms in the box. Workers have no proof of the form submitted
– GV volunteer, Gurugram, Haryana

There is a significant unmet demand for PF withdrawals

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4250850.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4252872.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4253500.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4371056.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4283617.mp3
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http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4338466.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4341435.mp3
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http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4362437.mp3


Evidence that availing PF benefits is very daunting
Vikash from Manesar, Haryana recorded that a labourer named Jai Praksah had his name and date of birth wrongly filled up in his PF form.. Vikash sent this
news to contractor and company official. The company called Jai Prakash. His fresh KYC was done and his PF amount was cleared.
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4014118.mp3

Akshay Laal was working in Himanshu Price company as helper. He was ousted from his job without any proper reason. Akshay faced lot of difficulties and was
not able to withdraw the PF amount. Akshay came in contact with Saajha Manch worker, Ramkaran and narrated the entire episode. Akshay filed a case on
company through the help of Saajha Manch but the case was put on hold. Ramkaran later helped Akshay Lal in meeting the HR at the local PF office. Based on
the suggestions provided by HR, Akshay was able to withdraw his PF money.
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3741270.mp3

SM volunteer, Vikas speaks to Deenanath Chaudhary. Deenanath tells that his father name was wrongly entered in the PF details, he was not able to withdraw
money because of that. He recorded his problem on the Saajha Manch platform. The authorities took cognisance and his father’s name got corrected in the
details hence he has now withdrawn the PF amount.
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3886852.mp3

Deepak narrates from Manesar, Haryana that eight months back, he met a labourer named Jeetender from Bihar. Jeetender’s date of birth was wrongly
mentioned in the PF details due to which he was unable to withdraw Rs 14000 from his PF account. He made several rounds to the PF office but to no avail.
Jeetender recorded his ordeal on the Saajha Manch platform and was able to get his birth details rectified. He has finally withdrawn his money.
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3813542.mp3

Shanker Pal shares that he got the information regarding PF withdrawal procedure. May other workers also need these kind of information.
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3689846.mp3

Laxmi from Tirupur shares that because of falling health, she has to resign from the company. She faced numerous challenges in withdrawing the PF amount as
she was unaware of technicalities. Saajah Manch team provided help and now she is again back in her old company and have also withdrawn her PF amount
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3583027.mp3

The PF office does not have any Photostat facilities and workers face a lot of issues because of this. This complaint was raised and the authorities set up a m/c.
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3745479.mp3

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4014118.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3741270.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3886852.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3813542.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3689846.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3583027.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3745479.mp3


Non-compliance is even greater with ESI. The automotive sector with its history of
higher workplace injuries and accidents, is somewhat better off, but many
companies rely on retroactive registration after an accident has happened. The
unorganized construction sector provides several health benefits under welfare
boards, but enrolment under welfare boards is also known to be very low.
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Q18 - Sector wise - Registered in ESI and availing benefits

Don’t know if I have ESI number or not
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Don't have ESI number or not registered

The government announced unemployment benefits under ESI for those out of
work, but more than 50% of our respondents who are currently out of work do
not have an ESI number. Even for those who do, the conditions to satisfy to
qualify for unemployment benefits are very stringent and hardly anybody is able
to make the cut.
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ESI enrolment and ability to avail unemployment benefits is obstructed



• While at work, accident took place, one of the fingers got severely injured. The machine was faulty. No help has been provided through
the company despite me having an ESI card – Khushboo Rathore, IMT Manesar, Haryana

• Hospitals are in bad shape. Though they provide good service, ESI hospitals are very less in number. More hospitals are needed –
Kamta Prasad Pal

• ESI hospitals are kept in poor condition, most of the medicines are not available and workers have to buy medicines from outside
retail shops. -GV volunteer, Gurugram

• I fell ill while at work. The company asked me to leave the work. I have not been provided with ESI number – Ashish, New Delhi

• My four fingers got cut while at work but the company has not given me any compensation. I did not receive the accidental insurance
money either – Brij Mohan Singh, Kapasheda, New Delhi

• Brijnandan Kumar from Delhi was employed in a power press company. His PF and ESI used to be deducted. On one fateful day, Brij
severely got injured while working on the machine. He was severely harassed by the company and despite commitment being made, he
was not offered any assistance. Only Rs 2000 was given to him in the name of assistance. He was ousted from the company and the
police also did not take any action. He came in contact with Nand Kishore from Saajha Manch. Nand guided Brijnandan to reach out to
safe in India foundation. The foundation helped him in getting his pension regulated through ESI. He is thankful to Saajha Manch and
Safe in India Foundation: http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4318931.mp3

• Other news: Injuries in the auto-sector supply chain

ESI utilization in the case of accidents is not easy either

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4182943.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4188850.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4190001.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4222321.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4286971.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4318931.mp3
http://www.businessworld.in/article/Can-the-Indian-Auto-Industry-truly-become-world-class-while-its-workers-are-losing-limbs-/24-10-2020-335102/


• Not only are PF and ESI extremely hard to access and use, India has never been strong on unemployment benefits either. 

• Informal sector workers are even worse hit, and the new labour code does not provide any guaranteed benefits too. 

• None of the benefits during the crisis really reached the workers in any meaningful ways. The loss of income has been very difficult for 
workers to handle. 

• The Interstate Migrant Policy Index (IMPEX) developed by India Migration Now, which takes social security, living conditions, and 
several other indicators into account, shows that most states fail to integrate migrant workers well. 

• The reasons are not hard to understand. A neoliberal state strives to maintain a balance between keeping working conditions and social 
security at a bare minimum to avoid protests, but never high enough that it can give strong bargaining power to workers. 

With social security for workers in such a bad state, and the new laws showing a disinterest in anything other than creating a more 
employer friendly environment, what is coming next? 

• We are likely to see more extra-legal factory-level protests and worker counter-power movements. 

• An example is from Bahadurgarh where workers protested together against wage delays, and finally the management had to 
yield. Emergent solidarity is necessary for collective action – voice report. 

• Another example is when Manohar Lal Kashyap shared also from Bahadurgarh that companies had unlawfully deducted PF and 
ESI amounts for April, May and June from the salaries of workers. This news ran on Saajha Manch on 13th July 2020, and spread 
quickly to other industrial areas where too the workers demanded from their management that the deducted amounts should be 
returned – voice report. 

An end to social security?

https://www.newsclick.in/india-terrible-track-record-unemployment-benefits
https://www.indiaspend.com/no-documents-no-benefits-how-indias-invisible-workforce-is-left-to-fend-for-itself/
https://www.businesstoday.in/opinion/columns/why-is-india-reluctant-to-provide-unemployment-allowance-to-its-organised-unorganised-workforce/story/414510.html
https://www.businesstoday.in/opinion/columns/indian-economy-what-stops-india-from-taking-care-of-its-crisis-hit-workers-organised-sector-unorganised-sector-workforce/story/414573.html
https://www.newsclick.in/Bihar-More-Than-Half-Migrant-Workers-Lost-Income-Source-Due-to-lockdown
https://www.newsclick.in/Most-Indian-States-Fail-Integrate-Migrant-Workers-Index
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/03085147.2018.1492800
https://rupeindia.wordpress.com/2020/06/04/v-why-do-foreign-investors-oppose-government-spending-in-india/
https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/a-recipe-to-tear-down-trade-unions/article33104097.ece
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4369629.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4185919.mp3


• Immediate review with due public and tripartite consultation of the new labour code. The detailed analysis 
by the Working Peoples Charter explains this well. 

• Social audit of schemes like PF and ESI. The PF corpus currently stands at 10 lakh crores, of which 42,000 
crores is unclaimed. A Parliamentary Committee has been appointed to review equity investments made by 
this corpus PF, but they should more importantly be reviewing the reasons beyond this unclaimed amount, 
and other issues that plague the procedural complexities around PF. 

• Simplification of procedures, such as to correct data entry errors and to put in withdrawal applications: 
• Should not require workers to physically visit the PF offices or previous/current employers

• Should be accessible over phone helplines and IVR systems, to go beyond smartphones and websites

• A novel violation reporting system should be set up for workers to report issues such as non-payment of 
overtime, minimum wage violations, unfair dismissal, harassment at work, lack of proof of employment, etc.
• This system should be used to red-flag industry sectors, locations, and factories, to shortlist for inspections since 

these are likely to be group issues and need not be handled case by case. 

• The data should be made publicly available for transparency and social accountability

• Violations thus reported should be followed-up by appropriate civil society or trade union representatives to find 
out more details, and if the workers are willing then such reports should be re-considered as grievances that can 
be automatically converted into cases in the labour courts. This will be a step towards also building worker 
initiated systems to demand a proof of employment which is necessary for many social security provisions. 

Employment based recommendations

https://idronline.org/denying-workers-their-rights-labour-law-reform-bill-codes/
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/news/national/labour-panel-demands-details-of-epfos-stock-investments/article32911277.ece
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1q2TtBZanO_PhZuLfve9qVQRHav4Wuj5V/view?usp=sharing


• Fallback options in the home states, like MGNREGA, should be strengthened
• Operational issues prevail in getting new job cards, demanding work, ensuring job card – Aadhaar – bank linkages 

function properly, and to prevent corruption

• Strategic issues need rectification with higher wage rates, options for skilled work, and work availability throughout 
the year

• Our article NREGA AS SOCIAL PROTECTION AND BEYOND: A SHOT AT DIGNITY FOR WORKERS explains this in more 
detail

• Schemes like Mudra to provide entrepreneurial loans for setting up new enterprises, should be 
strengthened. Stringent requirements like providing bank account statements as evidence of running an 
enterprise for several years before they can apply for loans, rules out new entrepreneurs from availing the 
facility. 

• Stronger fallback options will give more marketplace bargaining power to migrant workers, to also demand 
better treatment when they go for work. MGNREGA already has evidence of serving as a wage floor to push 
wages higher for agricultural work in rural areas. 

Recommendations for stronger social welfare in rural areas

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1AC9nARTx-JZeYqqqUNdskyvlJRFzgHMm/view
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/730/4331574.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4341423.mp3
https://ageconsearch.umn.edu/record/302203/files/09-N-Nagaraj-01.pdf


Earlier lockdown survey: March 27th to April 14th



752 users took the complete survey, and the results are analysed for 
only these users. 

27.9 percent of respondents called from Gurugram, which includes 
industrial areas of Udyog Vihar, Sector 37 and Manesar.  A further 17.2% 
called from other work destinations in Delhi-NCR. 29% called from home 
states or industrial locations spread across Maharashtra, Jharkhand,UP, 
Bihar and MP. 

Tirupur reported the highest number of respondents who were with 
their families when they got stuck in lockdown, followed by 
Gurugram. 

Overall, close to 60 percent of the respondents reported being stuck 
at work destinations with their families. 
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The vast majority of workers from Tirupur reported that they were laid-off at lockdown, followed by Ahmedabad. Comparatively fewer workers were 
laid off in Gurugram. 

52.9 percent workers reported having been laid off at lockdown, despite clear instructions from the Government of India to the contrary. 
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While respondents in Tirupur were most likely to have been laid off, they 
were also more likely to have their wage bills cleared. Employers from 
Ahmedabad who also laid off many workers, did not clear their dues. 

Overall, 57 percent workers reported not having received their full 
payment upon layoff. 

46.6 percent of Tirupur respondents said their employers offered 
compensation or advance wages.  Fewer of the respondents from 
Gurugram and elsewhere in Delhi-NCR reported they were laid off, but 
most were not paid their dues and most also got no support from 
employers. 

Overall, only 40 percent of the workers reported having been paid 
some kind of lay-off compensation or wage advance. 
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Workers in all locations reported an urgent need for assistance with 
food. As far as possible, Saajha Manch and its partners have facilitated 
the distribution of rations and cash to needy workers. Throughout this 
period, requests for assistance have not decreased, they have only 
increased along with reports of police action forcing people to stay 
indoors and even to not collect food kits being distributed by NGOs. 

Without wages and living in such harsh conditions, it is to be expected 
that more than 50 percent of workers reported wanting to travel back 
to their places of origin and were willing to pay for their transit.  Most 
workers in Gurugram wished to stay back, indicating that they were 
long-term migrants or simply hoped to re-join work as soon as 
possible. 
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The government has announced a waiver on contributions and special withdrawal facilities for PF (Provident Fund). However, the majority of 
respondents across all locations excepting Gurugram, report that they do not have PF accounts. Even in Gurugram, Saajha Manch has learned that a 
huge proportion of account holders are barred from access to their accounts due to registration errors which cannot be addressed without 
employers’ intervention. Relief measures via PF, then, are not accessible to most workers surveyed unless these issues are resolved.
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For those workers not having a PF account, we analysed whether they
were laid-off, whether their wages were cleared or not, and whether
they received any assistance from their employer. Out of a total
sample of 380 workers who did not have a PF account, 50.5 percent
said that they were laid off, 60 percent said that full wages had not
been paid, and a similar percent claimed having not received any
support from their employers. This represents the most vulnerable
workers who lost wages and do not have any social security either.

Even among those workers who had a PF account, many reported not
being paid their full wages or other forms of assistance.
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Voices from the ground: These links are clickable

I am from Madhya Pradesh, my factory in Tirupur has been closed, I want to go back to my place but because of lock down, trains are not running, I am facing 
great difficulty in arranging for my food. 
A worker from Madhya Pradesh stranded in Tirupur

I am from Bihar. We are almost 150 to 200 workers from Bihar. We are all stuck here due to lock down. We are neither getting any facility from company nor 
from anywhere else. Our problem has increased now. We are not getting any help from Government. We do not have any facility to go back to our native place.
Sanjeev Kumar from Tirupur SIDCO

8 labourers are stranded in one room in Surat. We have made lot of SoS calls but to no avail. There is no ration left and all the savings are over. We are staring at 
starvation and we might have to commit suicide. 
Anil Kumar Yadav, a labourer from Bihar stranded in Surat

5 of us are stuck here in Ahmedabad. We have not received any help from the government. 
Labourer stuck in Ahmedabad

Me and my family of four are stranded here in Delhi, We have not received any ration or any other provision from the government.
Manoj Prasad, a labourer from Bihar stranded in Delhi-NCR

Me, my wife and three children are stuck in Maharashtra, I am out of work from 21st March and we do not have any money left to sustain ourselves.
Luvkush Saini, a labourer stranded in Maharashtra

I am not able to go back to my native place.
Uttam Sahu, a labourer from Madhya Pradesh stranded in Chhattisgarh

Over 26 labourers from Bihar and Uttar Pradesh are stuck in Jharkhand. They were working as construction labourers on National highway 2. Post lock down the 
situation is grim as the work has stopped and they are left with no money or enough food to sustain themselves
Labourers stranded in Jharkhand

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3953860.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3953584.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1800/3947271.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3946364.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3953995.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3949983.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3944091.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3958406.mp3


Voices from the ground: These links are clickable

Because of the lock down, I am stranded, and my landlord is harassing me for the rent. I also do not have much food to sustain myself.
A labourer/worker

I am stuck in the lock down along with my children. children are ill and I do not have food. I do not know what to do
Female worker, Gurugram

Buses are not plying because of the lock down, people have no option but to travel on bike to their native places
Sanjha Manch reporter from Aaya Nagar, Delhi-NCR

Shopkeepers are not giving any ration or commodity on credit. Presently, I do not have money to buy ration. 
A labourer/worker from Manesar, Gurugram

The government is doing great injustice to people by continuing this lock down without a break. Workers/labourers must be allowed to go back to their homes 
before extending the lockdown after 14th April. 
Vishal Kumar, Bihar

The extended lock down is great injustice being done with the poor people. Poor people who are stuck should be allowed to come back to their native places 
and they must be provided Rs 10,000 in their accounts.
Lankesh Kumar, Uttar Pradesh

Overcrowding in workers’ colonies while being forced to stay inside
Saajha Manch reporter from Gurugram

Inflation of essential medical supplies adds to laid off workers’ distress, prompt action taken by the police
Saajha Manch reporter from Gurugram

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3950804.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3950549.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3949997.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3949884.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3956083.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3953999.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3916078.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3910482.mp3


Access to relief measures during the lockdown: 
April 19th to May 1st
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Majority of the callers were from Manesar, Haryana. Another 3.8
percent of respondents called from locations in Haryana like Udyog
Vihar, Khandsa and Faridabad. 6.1 percent respondents called from
other locations.

More than half of the respondent who took the survey hail from the
state of Bihar followed by 27.4 percent who are from Uttar Pradesh.
Around 16 percent of the respondents reported other states like MP,
Odisha and Jharkhand as their native state.
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Under PM Garib Kalyan Yojana, ex-gratia of Rs 1000 has been committed
for poor population. 78.8 percent of the respondents reported that they
have neither received the aforementioned amount nor they made any
effort to receive it. 21.2 percent respondents have received the amount
by different means and procedures.

36.3 percent of the respondents interviewed said that they have not
received the wage for the month of March while 33 percent said that
they have got the wage but only up to the period before the lockdown.
There were another 30.7 percent who have reportedly received full
wage for the month of March
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Because of the challenging times, in majority of the cases, the landlords
did not put pressure on their tenants to pay the rent whereas in 31.1
percent cases, pressure was mounted and rent was paid by the tenants.
15.6 percent of the respondents reported that they were not in the
position to pay April’s rent resulting in facing pressure from the
landlords.

Respective state governments have announced relief packages for poor to
face the challenges of COVID-19 and subsequent lockdown. More than half
of the respondents reportedly did not receive assistance despite making
efforts while 24.5 percent did not have any idea of the relief measures.
18.4 percent respondents reportedly got assistance from state
governments through helpline number, app service and ration distribution.



Survey of migrant workers who returned to their 
homes in rural North India: 

First phase: 22nd April – 5th May
Second phase: 6th May – 19th May

Third phase: 20th – 27th May



Executive summary

• Migrant workers are engaged mostly in factory work, or as daily wage labourers in construction or 
agricultural work. Overall, only 20% reported being registered under any welfare boards, PF, or ESI like 
social security schemes. Clearly most migrant workers are invisible.

• As a result of this invisibility, between 60-70% workers have reported not having received any cash transfer 
support from the state or central governments. With 85% reporting not having had any income at all 
through the lockdown, about 30% had to borrow money from others and 8% had to sell their assets for 
cash. 

• 62% of those in wage work did not get any help from their employers either. 

• Stranded without food or cash, around 50% have wanted or tried going back home. Even with the Shramik 
Special trains, 80% have either walked back, cycled, or hitched rides on trucks, under precarious conditions. 

• Of those who reached their native places safely, only about 28% have stayed in the quarantine centres, the 
rest have self-quarantined at home. 63% of those staying in the quarantine centres report that these 
centres were unclean or irregular on food timings. 

• A significant fraction report having faced some kind of discrimination, both at their place of work and upon 
coming back home. More than 55% of returned migrants plan to engage in agriculture related work, and 
only 10% show any inclination of going back to the cities for work any time soon. With factories having 
resumed at diminished capacity and only employing permanent workers, work is likely to be scarce in the 
cities. It remains a question if at home, agriculture or MNREGA or other works can absorb this surplus 
labour. 



Mobile Vaani survey with migrant workers
• This report describes results from a survey done with migrant labourers and 

workers, about the problems faced by them, travel issues, access to government 
schemes, and future aspirations

• It was done in three phases

• April 22nd to May 5th,during lockdown #2, when the lockdown was slowly eased up but 
travel was not permitted yet many workers made their way home

• May 6th to May 19th ,during lockdown #3, with successive easing of the lockdown, and trains 
being set up by the government for travel

• May 20th to May 27th,during lockdown #4 when substantial relaxations were given by the 
government and when more migrant labourers started moving back. More Shramik special 
trains started running during this period

• The surveys were administered through an IVR-based questionnaire consisting of 
multiple choice questions. It is augmented with voice-reports from various 
interviews and user contributions



People were asked if they are registered under any of the welfare boards, PF,
or ESI like social security schemes. A total of 383 respondents identified
themselves as migrant labourers, comprising of 82 responses from the first
phase, 78 responses from the second phase, and 223 responses from the third
phase of the survey. The graph states that most of the workers are not
registered or even know about such measures which can help them gain
access to social security schemes.

Close to 37 percent of the workers were engaged in manufacturing work in
factories, while 35 percent workers were working in construction,
agriculture-non agriculture or daily wage labour work. Around 14 percent
workers are working in the service sector comprising of maintenance, home
delivery personnel, cooks, teachers, health workers and others.
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Workers across sectors were either laid off or had to
stop their work during the lockdown period. In the first
phase of the survey during lockdown #2, 85 percent of
respondents remained out of work without any income,
and only 15 percent reported some means of partial or
full income. This resulted in much need for cash and
food relief, as has been reported in other surveys done
by Gram Vaani.

The situation did not change significantly during
lockdown #3, where only 7.7 percent reported
being able to resume work.
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In lockdown #4, despite government giving
substantial relaxations, the situations has not
changed much. Close to 90 percent are still without
any source of income. Only 2.2 percent respondents
have reportedly resumed work.



With no sources of income, migrant labourers were left with no option but
to fend for themselves in these turbulent times. Close 50 percent used their
own money to buy food, followed by 30 percent who had to borrow money
on interest. A meagre, 7.6 percent of respondents said that they received
help from government or NGOs.
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Voices from the ground: These links are clickable

Factory has been closed, no money to sustain, hungry from  last four 
days
Factory worker, Madhubani, Bihar

Money and food is over, landlord is constantly harassing for rent. Have 
not received wage for my work
Worker, stranded in Gurugram, Haryana  

Wages has not been paid, finding it difficult to sustain my family
Worker, stranded in Bahadurgarh, Haryana

I am stranded here, landlord is harassing for rent.
Worker/labourer

My father has been stranded, The company has not paid him, we are 
very hungry. Assistance is needed.
A labourer’s son

Because of the lockdown, I have been laid off. Land lord asking for 
rent. No money to pay the rent
Stranded worker from Odisha 

http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=3947526.mp3&d=450f7595558797a7&u=156
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3964128.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3946111.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3950804.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3973918.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3973770.mp3


The problem of loss of income existed across all
sectors of work. The services sector was slightly
better off in resumption of work and income,
but even there 81 percent remained without any
income.
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The situation did not change drastically during
lockdown #3, with the services sector,
construction, and street vendors slowly getting
back to work.
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During lockdown #4, the government eased the
stringent lockdown. This did not have much effect as
the graph suggests that the majority of workers
across sectors are still out of work and are without
any income.



Of those who were in a salaried job, around 60 percent reportedly were not
offered any sort of assistance by their respective employers. Given the lack
of worker documentation and proof of employment, many employers and
contractors were able to ignore their responsibility towards the workers.
22.1 percent respondents affirmed that full wage or some part of wage was
cleared. Some employers also offered help in the form of food,
accommodation or advance.

Cash transfers were announced by many governments to help stranded
migrant workers, but most of the respondents who were interviewed
during all the three phases of the survey have reported not having received
any financial help either by the central or their state governments. This was
understandably due to a lack of documentation of workers which made it
hard for the governments to identify them.
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Voices from the ground: These links are clickable

We have downloaded and are using the Aapda APP its of no use as we have not received any relief. 
Workers stranded in Surat, Gujarat

Received money under Ujjawala yojana, since Police is not allowing to venture outside, unable to visit CSP, ATMs are not working,  had to 
borrow money
Daily wage labourer, Bihar

Stranded in Tamil Nadu, Aapda APP has been of no benefit, Borrowing money from others to eat.
Worker stranded in Tamil Nadu

Bank cashier is asking for bribe in order to withdraw money.
Ghazipur, UP

Stranded at Manesar, govt is not providing any ration or relief. Landlord is constantly harassing to pay rent. 
Workers stranded in Manesar, Haryana

Despite assurances, half salary has been provided. Being harassed by landlord for rent. Received no assistance from the government.
Worker from Kapashera, Delhi

Even in the third phase of the lockdown, no relief or assistance has been given by the government. There is no option but to leave for our 
villages.
Workers stranded in Gurugram, Haryana

Precarious situation for workers whose wages are neither being cleared by contractors nor they can go back.
Worker stranded in Tirupur, Tamil Nadu

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/387/3965012.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/402/3959450.mp3
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=4031484.mp3&d=2eb3f6ad4ba7a534&u=11544
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/538/4019921.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3964128.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3949572.mp3
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=4025245.mp3&d=75cdf496b5e1bf7e&u=659
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=4022136.mp3&d=75cdf496b5e1bf7e&u=659


Combining the findings from all the three lockdown periods, the graph infers
that 25.6 percent of those who took the survey reported that they were
fortunate to access a government or private bus to undertake the journey,
followed by 21.4 percent who travelled back long distances to their native
places on foot. During lockdown #3, the government set up Shramik Special
trains, but only 7.3 percent of the respondents were able to travel by train,
given the chaos with travel and registration. 33.9 percent respondents
reported that did not travel.
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Of those who did not travel, 57% did not want to travel. The rest wanted to,
during different phases of the lockdown, but were not able to. Their decision
to travel went through many ups and downs, confused between whether to
stay and hope for work to resume, or to risk traveling under precarious
conditions.



This question was added in the second and third phases of the survey when
some governments came forward to bear travel costs. Combining the
responses of the second and third phases of the survey, 26.5 percent said
that government met the expenses, but most people reported having had
to bear their travel expenses themselves.

Voices from the ground: These links are clickable

After three days of toil, I somehow reached my native place.
Om Prakash Chauhan, migrant worker working in Delhi

Had no option but to cycle 600 kms to reach Banaras in 5 days. No
help from government or voluntary organisations
Muhammad Farooque, migrant worker from Varanasi

4 canteen workers covers distance of more than 600 kms on foot to 
reach Chindwara, MP from Hyderabad.
Report from Chindwara

After waiting for many days with no relief, workers are now going to 
Bihar on their cycles from Gurugram
Report from Saajha Manch

Walked from Patna to Jamalpur. Will walk for another 2 days to 
reach Sultanpur.
Labourers on the move in Bihar

Bhiwandi to UP border, Truck driver has charged Rs 3000 from each 
labourer and carried 72 people like cattle on his truck. 
Migrant labourer who made the arduous journey 
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http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1441/4025345.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/731/3966179.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/609/3940575.mp3
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=4021603.mp3&d=75cdf496b5e1bf7e&u=659
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/731/3928496.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1441/4023723.mp3


Even those who stayed back, faced many problems: These links are clickable

I am not able to go back to my native place. 
Uttam Sahu, a labourer from Madhya Pradesh stranded in Chhattisgarh

Despite work being started in Tirupur, 30 percent of the workers in here wants to go back.
Report from Tirupur, Tamil Nadu

People like us so desperately want to go home but government has not made any arrangement for us.
Worker stranded in Kapashera, Delhi

Work is not available, do not have any money left, govt must make some arrangements to take us back home
Worker stranded in Delhi

Workers in Tirupur have done their registrations but there are no means to take these people back.
Report from Tirupur, Tamil Nadu

Karnataka government has stopped plying of trains to retain migrant labourers. They are not bonded labourers.
Report from Saajha Manch

We do not want employment. 25-30 of us  have registered ourselves for going back to Bihar but still waiting for any further information. 
Workers stranded in Haasan, Karnataka

Over 26 labourers from Bihar and Uttar Pradesh are stuck in Jharkhand. Left with no money or enough food to sustain themselves
Labourers stranded in Jharkhand

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3944091.mp3
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=4016414.mp3&d=75cdf496b5e1bf7e&u=659
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4014872.mp3
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=4016623.mp3&d=42b01c8e4b3a562d&u=10281
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4015770.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4016914.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/4022545.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/1129/3958406.mp3


Of those who stayed in quarantine centres, a large percentage of 63.3
percent people reported that the centres were running well, but 36.7
percent people reported negatively citing reasons like the food quality
being poor, cleanliness issues, or mistreatment by the staff.

Analysing for only those who managed to travel back, only 27.6 percent stayed
at the quarantine centre while the others self-isolated themselves at home.
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Voices from the ground: These links are clickable

The quarantine centers are in bad shape. People are not willing to stay at any cost. 
Munger, Bihar

36 migrant labourers have been made to live in quarantine center which is in very bad shape. No ventilation, filthy washrooms,  no food has 
been arranged for 30 hours. 
Munger, Bihar

People are being referred to Bhagalpur as the quarantine center at Sadar hospital in Jamui is non functional
Jamui, Bihar

The quarantine centers are in such a bad shape that a couple retuned back to their village after seeing its condition.  There is no light, food or 
drinking water available.
Munger, Bihar

No food or amenities have been arranged at the quarantine center. Cycled 6 days from Noida to Muzaffarpur
Labourer from Noida

Mess committee being formed for quarantine center, TV for entertainment and plan for Yoga instruction
Samastipur, Bihar

For a positive atmosphere, people quarantined are being entertained through Yoga and Corona songs. 
Muzaffarpur, Bihar

Quarantined people are utilising their time by roping plants and trees inside the premises of the center 
Jamui, Bihar

http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/731/4012514.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/436/3930806.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/387/3908939.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/731/3981045.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/389/3996278.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/436/4020456.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/564/4024543.mp3
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=3987942.mp3&d=f5206d1368d26132&u=294


Migrant workers were asked about any kind of discrimination or ostracization
they may have faced at their place of work. Close to 70 percent did not face any
sort of discrimination. However 21.7 percent respondents did face some kind of
discrimination.

Migrant labourers who journeyed back to their native places were also
asked a similar question on discrimination or ostracization, and whether
they faced it on their way back home or at their native places. The majority
of them reportedly did not face any sort of discrimination while 9.2 percent
said that they were forced for Corona check-up. Around 7 percent
respondents said that faced discrimination on religion, caste or any other
grounds.
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Voices from the ground: These links are clickable

Migrant workers arriving from different states are not being allowed in village and are facing harassment. Forced to live in adjoining jungles.
Munger, Bihar

Five quarantine centers have been setup in Dhaka, migrant labourers returning from other states are roaming pillar to post to get themselves quarantined. Fear 
among locals.
West Champaran, Bihar

Migrant labourers are returning from Mumbai, Gujarat, Delhi and other places. People residing in villages are fearful and apprehensive of these returning 
migrant. Fear of contracting the virus is looming large in people’s mind
Munger, Bihar

Fear among villagers as two people found corona positive
Hoshangabad, MP

The ASHA worker informed the local administration about the arrival of migrant labourers, her house was later pelted with stones in which her husband and 
other relatives got injured.
Jamui, Bihar

The quarantine centers are locked, in the name of home quarantine, people who should be quarantined here are roaming freely. 
Jamui, Bihar

Gram Pradhan was beaten up by the family members of migrant labourers who returned from Bombay. This incident happened when the Gram Pradhan asked 
the labourers to get themselves quarantined.
Ghazipur, UP

Allegedly because of mismanagement at these centers, more than 35 migrant labourers who were quarantined in a government school have run away with their 
belongings. Administration is searching for them. Fear among locals.
Jamui, Bihar

http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=3996225.mp3&d=f5206d1368d26132&u=294
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/389/4022714.mp3
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=4028265.mp3&d=f5206d1368d26132&u=294
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=3949436.mp3&d=450f7595558797a7&u=156
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/387/3966695.mp3
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/387/3980270.mp3
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=4033798.mp3&d=42b01c8e4b3a562d&u=10281
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/387/4027851.mp3


Analysing those 53 respondents during the first
phase of survey who have travelled back to their
native places during the lock down. Most of them
plan to engage in faming or agricultural labour in the
future. 20.8 percent said that they will do MGNREGA
work or will get engaged into non agriculture related
work in their area. Only 11.3 percent of the returned
migrant workers plan to return to cities for work.

The findings remained similar with an additional 43
respondents who travelled back to their native
places during lockdown #3. Only 14 percent of them
reported contemplating about returning back to the
cities.
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As in previous two phases, during lockdown #4 as
well, most of the returned migrant labourers are
planning to work in the agriculture sector.



Combining all the phases of the survey, sector wise, about what are the
workers thinking about their future once the lockdown is over, the data gives
similar trends of most people thinking of engaging in agricultural work, and
only a small fraction still considering a return to the cities as an option.

Voices from the ground: These links are clickable

Tribal community will never again go to cities to work
Hazaribagh, Jharkhand

If I get opportunity at my place, will not go to big cities to find
work again.
Vinod Kumar, migrant worker working in Bombay

It will not be possible for me to stay here if the government
does not provide relief. Ration provided is inadequate. I will
eventually go to AP to earn.
Rameshwar Mahto, migrant worker working in AP

If the company calls me then I have to go back as that is the
my only source of employment. If govt provides good relief
provisions, I will be grateful.
Md Shahnawaz Ansari, migrant worker working in Bombay

“I will not leave my place to work again in Delhi”
Prem Kumar, an electrician from Hajipur, Bihar working in
Faridabad, Haryana

“We have seen death and tragedy on the road, police and
government has abandoned us. We will never go back”
Sadashiv Kumar, migrant worker working in Jaipur
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http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=4022008.mp3&d=75cdf496b5e1bf7e&u=659
http://voice.gramvaani.org/fsmedia/recordings/402/3980663.mp3
http://api3.gramvaani.org/user/share/audio?i=3978836.mp3&d=2eb3f6ad4ba7a534&u=11544


About Saajha Manch



• Hindi medium information platform for industrial and other inter-state migrant 
workers, to share news and awareness on labour rights

• Operational since mid 2017, incorporating multiple partners
• Aajeevika Bureau in Gujarat

• READ, TRLM and Vizhuthugal in Tamil Nadu

• IYRC, GNEM, Mazdoor Ekta Manch, CITU and Safe in India in Delhi-NCR

• 5,000 unique users monthly, from across North, Central and Eastern Indian states
• Community media through mobile phone (IVR technology)
• Users dial 92111 53555, the call cuts, then users receive a call-back
• Users can listen to audio content over the call, or also record their own messages

• Users listen to a variety of content (news, info bulletins, Q&A, entertainment) and 
easily send in their contributions by pressing 3 on their phones

About Saajha Manch




